
  

VPS PEST CONTROL SERVICES

VPS are the experts in securing and maintaining vacant and occupied properties, and provide 

a range of services to ensure the upkeep of your property throughout its continuous lifecycle. 

Pest control is an important element in looking after properties of any size and ignoring the 

issue will in turn lead to more expensive and hard to deal with issues.
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VPS are a fully accredited member of the NPTA, the key 

industry body for pest control technicians. This gives our 

customers the peace of mind that we are frequently audited 

to ensure we meet all the necessary regulations for licensed 

pest control technicians, whilst delivering the level of 

professionalism you would expect from the market  

leaders in property security and maintenance solutions.
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As the population continues to increase, so 

do the vermin and health risks associated 

with pest infestation. These problems can  

be exacerbated in vacant properties where 

the vermin are able to run free with no 

human disturbance.

That is why whether you are a landlord, 

individual or business, we have developed a 

one stop service to control, monitor and

eradicate all known pests, with every 

solution tailored to your exact needs.

Pest control covers much more than 

many people think. It can range from a 

simple wasp nest or ant colony treatment 

to something more complex such as a 

skyscraper bird proofing project.

At VPS we have developed our methods 

and expertise to help with any pests control 

issues, all aspects of rodent control, insect 

control and bird proofing works.

Our expert eradication process covers:

l  Mice

l  Rats

l  Bed bugs

l  Fleas 

l  Cockroaches

l  Squirrels

l  Mites

l  Wasps

l  Hornets

In addition VPS are a licensed waste carrier 

so can remove any necessary materials 

without the need for additional contractors.

Pests can carry disease, they cause odours, 
damage and excrement, so the sooner you 
act the sooner we can solve your pest control 
problem.

All our staff are fully trained, DBS (formally 

CRB) checked, uniformed and will arrive in a 

liveried vehicle. Everything we do for you is 

insured and guaranteed and we are always 

fully up to speed with all health and safety 

regulations.

VPS are committed to providing full 

transparency around all the work we carry 

out. Through the VPS Navigator portal 

our customers are able to log in and view 

all reports relating to their property. This 

includes before and after pictures and 

information relating to any proofing works. 

The portal acts as a secure vault to store 

all your confidential documents and this 

information can be viewed and extracted at 

your convenience.
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